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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
DISTRICT OF SOUTH DAKOTA

SOUTHERN DIVISION

YANKTON SIOUX TRIBE, and its CIV 98-4042
individual members,

Plaintiffs,

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, on its
own behalf and for the benefit of BRIEF OF THE UNITED STATES
the Yankton Sioux Tribe,

Plaintiff/Intervenor,

v.

SCOTT PODHRADSKY, State’s Attorney
of Charles Mix County, et al., 

Defendants.

The United States, by and through counsel, submits the following brief in accordance

with the Court’s Order of October 15, 2007.

PRELIMINARY STATEMENT

In their brief, Defendants raise arguments that are foreclosed.  By Order dated December

13, 2006, this Court determined that it was tasked by the Eighth Circuit to ascertain the

boundaries of the Yankton Sioux Reservation for purposes of deciding jurisdiction as Indian

County under 18 U.S.C. 1151.  That is all that remains on remand.  The Eighth Circuit Court of

Appeals has already ruled that the Yankton Reservation has not been disestablished. (“[W]e hold

that the Yankton Sioux Reservation has not been disestablished....”,  Yankton Sioux Tribe v.

Gaffey, 188 F.3d 1010, 1030 (8th Cir. 1999).  Therefore, it is the law of the case that the

Yankton Sioux Reservation has not been disestablished.  The State cannot introduce any
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evidence or arguments concerning disestablishment.

 It is similarly beyond the scope of remand, and indeed precluded, for the State to

challenge the validity of certain deeds that placed land into trust for the Yankton Sioux Tribe

thirty to seventy years ago.   This Court ruled in its December 13 Order that issues concerning

title were beyond the scope of the remand and likely precluded.  See Mem and Order at 5

(discussing Tribe’s forced fee patent argument).  Moreover, the United States has not waived its

sovereign immunity to suits challenging title to Indian lands under the Quiet Title Act, 28 U.S.C.

§ 2409a (QTA).   The State is also barred from challenging the trust status and/or trust

acquisitions by the general six-year statute of limitations that applies to actions brought under

the Administrative Procedure Act, 5 U.S.C. 701 et seq.   See Ctr. for Biological Diversity v.

Hamilton, 453 F.3d 1331, 1334 (11th Cir.2006) ( “[When] the Act prescribes no statute of

limitations, [ ] the general six-year statute of limitations for suits against the United States

applies.”).  

The State is bound by this Court’s ruling on what remains to be litigated on remand.  This

Court ruled that it must ascertain the boundaries of the Yankton Sioux Reservation in the context

of what lands are currently held in trust, what lands were reserved to the federal government in

the 1894 Act and later returned to the Yankton Tribe, what lands were allotted to individual

Indians that remain held in trust, what land was taken into trust under the Indian Reorganization

Act of 1934, and what Indian-owned fee lands exist within what remains of the Yankton Sioux

Reservation.   This brief first will address what lands constitute the Reservation; and
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 second, will address the Defendants’ arguments that are outside the scope of this remand or

otherwise foreclosed. 

ARGUMENT

I. The Yankton Sioux Reservation includes the allotted trust land within the original

1858 treaty boundaries as well as the reserve land.

A. All allotted trust land within the original Yankton Sioux Tribe treaty boundaries

constitutes reservation and Indian country.

The United States asserts jurisdiction over the allotted trust land within the Yankton

Sioux Reservation because it is reservation and therefore fits the statutory definition of “Indian

country.”  The overarching principle on which the United States relies is well settled.  “After

land is set aside for an Indian reservation, it retains that status until Congress explicitly indicates

otherwise.”  Yankton Sioux Tribe v.  Gaffey, 188 F.3d at 1021 (citing Solem v.  Bartlett, 465

U.S. 463 469 (1984).   The United States Supreme Court in South Dakota v. Yankton Sioux

Tribe, 522 U.S. 329, 358 (1998) determined Congress intended to diminish the original Yankton

Reservation by the ceded surplus lands ( “In sum, we hold the Congress diminished the Yankton

Sioux Reservation in the 1894 Act, that the unallotted tracts no longer constitute Indian country

and thus that the State has primary jurisdiction over ... lands ceded under the Act.”) 

Subsequently, the Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals in Gaffey determined the Yankton Sioux

Reservation was further diminished by the allotted lands which left Indian ownership  (“We hold

that the Yankton Sioux Reservation has not been disestablished, but that it has been further

diminished by the loss of those lands originally alloted to tribal members which have passed out

of Indian hands,”) Gaffey, 188 F.3d at 1030.  The court held further that land reserved to the
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1 The Gaffey court also indicated that Indian owned fee land would not be under tribal
jurisdiction unless it is found to be “within the limits of [the] Indian reservation.”  188 F.3d at
1030.   Because that information has been compiled by the Tribe, the United States leaves it to
the Tribe to make the argument regarding fee lands, as well as its argument that the Acts of 1927
and 1934 froze the minimum exterior boundaries. 

2The federal criminal jurisdiction statute defines “Indian country” as follows: 

Except as otherwise provided in sections 1154 and 1156 of this title, the term
"Indian country", as used in this chapter, means (a) all land within the limits of
any Indian reservation under the jurisdiction of the United States Government,
notwithstanding the issuance of any patent, and, including rights-of-way running
through the reservation, (b) all dependent Indian communities within the borders
of the United States whether within the original or subsequently acquired territory
thereof, and whether within or without the limits of a state, and (c) all Indian
allotments, the Indian titles to which have not been extinguished, including
rights-of-way running through the same.

18 U.S.C.A. § 1151.
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federal government in the 1894 Act and then returned to the Tribe [by the subsequent 1929 Act]

continues to be reservation under § 1151(a).”  Id. at 1030.  What remains of the diminished

Yankton Sioux Reservation, then, is the land originally set aside for the Yankton Sioux by treaty

in 1858 that are Indian trust allotments that remain in Indian ownership, those lands returned to

the Tribe by Act of February 13, 1929, 45 Stat. 1167, and those lands taken into trust for the

Tribe under the Indian Reorganization Act, 25 U.S.C. §§ 461 et seq.1 

The Eighth Circuit found that Congress intended in the 1894 Act for the State to obtain

jurisdiction over ceded land and allotted lands that passed out of Indian hands, thus diminishing

the Reservation.  The 1894 Act also indicates a contrary intent, which is congressional intent to

preserve as a Reservation for the Yankton Sioux Tribe the reserve lands and the allotted lands

which remain in Indian hands and in trust. Yankton Sioux allotted lands therefore are reservation

and subject to federal jurisdiction under 18 U.S.C. § 1151(a)2.  To contend otherwise undermines
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3  Formerly allotted land now held as tribal trust land is still treated as allotted trust land. 
In both instances, Indian title to the land remains unextinguished.  United States v.  Stands, 105
F.3d 1565, 1573 n.  5 (8th Cir. 1977) (citing 18 U.S.C. § 1151(c)).  Under Gaffey, since Indian
title has not been extinguished, it retains its reservation status.  188 F.3d at 1028.
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the appellate court’s holding in Gaffey that congressional intent included an intent “to reserve

land to be used to care for continued tribal interests” and that the Reservation “has not been

disestablished.”  188 F.3d at 1028, 1030.  

In fact, it appears the Gaffey panel was keenly aware that reservation status under §

1151(a) was hanging in the balance as it analyzed (and ultimately rejected) disestablishment: 

If a reservation exists, the Tribe maintains jurisdiction over all lands within its
limits, § 1151(a) but if there is no reservation, the State has primary jurisdiction
over all land except allotments which continue to be held in trust, § 1151(c)[.]

Gaffey, 188 F.3d at 1017 (footnote and citations omitted).

The Eighth Circuit’s decision that the Reservation does, indeed, exist implicates the first

scenario, i.e., that  the Tribe maintains jurisdiction over all land within its limits as § 1151(a). 

The appellate court’s analysis of the 1892 agreement, which was the subject of Congress’ 1894

Act, effectively resolves the status of allotted trust land as § 1151(a) reservation.  At the heart of

the Eighth Circuit’s holding was the panel’s observations that the Tribe could have reasonably

understood that it would retain the incidents of self-government over allotted, nonceded lands. 

Id.  at 1024.    Accordingly, the originally allotted land which remains in trust is untouched by

the congressional intent to diminish the Yankton Sioux Reservation. 3  The allotted trust lands

therefore are reservation under 18 U.S.C. 1151(a).

B. Land placed into trust for the Yankton Sioux Tribe and its members under the

Indian Reorganization Act is Indian Country as a reservation under 18 U.S.C. § 1151(a).
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Approximately  6,300  acres of land-- all within the original 1858 Yankton treaty

boundaries-- were placed into trust following the passage of the Indian Reorganization Act of

1934 (“IRA”), codified at 25 U.S.C. § 461 et seq.   Defendants argue that these lands are not part

of the Reservation because they have not been formally declared a reservation under the IRA §

467.  Defendants are wrong.  Lands acquired into trust within the boundaries of a reservation –

even a diminished one – constitute reservation lands.  It would be redundant and unnecessary to

proclaim lands as reservation lands that are within the boundary of a reservation that Congress

never disestablished.  In any event, lands acquired into trust under the IRA also constitute

informal or de facto reservations. 

1. The IRA 

The IRA was Congress’s attempt to remediate the damages caused by its failed policy of

allotting tribal lands to individual Indians as a means of integrating them into white society. 

The purpose of the Indian Reorganization Act of 1934 was ‘to rehabilitate the
Indian’s economic life and to give him a chance to develop the initiative
destroyed by a century of oppression and paternalism.’  Mescalero Apache Tribe
v.  Jones, 411 U.S. 145, 152, 93 S.Ct.  1267, 1272, 36 L.ED 2d 114 (1973),
quoting H.R. Rep.  No.  1804, 734d Cong., 2d Sess., 1 (1934).  The Act reflected
a new federal policy of halting the loss of Indian lands which had occurred under
statutes that allotted tribal lands to individual Indians and disposed ‘surplus’ land
under settlement laws.  Id.  at 151, 93 S.Ct.  1267. 

Chase v.  McMasters, 573 F.2d 1011, 1016 (8th Cir.  1978).   The IRA thus restores the land

base that was lost as a result of the federal policies of allotment and the cession of surplus lands,

the very policies that resulted in the finding of diminishment of the Yankton Sioux Reservation. 

The statutory scheme for the IRA, when viewed as a whole, supports the contention that

Congress’s change in policy toward Indian people was one of restoration and rehabilitation. 

Section 461 of the IRA stops the policy of allotment that was causing the loss of Indian lands. 
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Section 462 extended indefinitely the existing trust periods and restrictions on alienation on

existing allotments.  Section 463 restored certain of the remaining surplus lands of opened Indian

reservations back to the affected tribes.  Section 463e allowed the exchange of lands within

Indian reservations between Indians and non-Indians so that the Indian holdings could be

consolidated into contiguous parcels, and Section 463f required those exchange lands to be

placed in trust for tribes or individual Indians.  The IRA also provided immunity from property

taxes under Section 465 to halt further loss of Indian lands because many Indians who were

unable to manage their allotted lands had lost them to sales for unpaid taxes.  Chase, 573 F.2d at

1016.   
The Yankton Sioux Tribe has attempted to restore its land base by having its land taken

into trust pursuant to Section 465 of the IRA, which now provides:

The Secretary of the Interior is authorized, in his discretion, to acquire,
through purchase, relinquishment, gift, exchange, or assignment, any interest in
lands, water rights, or surface rights to lands, within or without existing
reservations, including trust or otherwise restricted allotments, whether the
allottee be living or deceased, for the purpose of providing land for Indians...

Title to any lands or rights acquired pursuant to this Act or the Act of July
28, 1955 (69 Stat. 392), as amended (25 U.S.C. 608 et seq.) shall be taken in the
name of the United States in trust for the Indian tribe or individual Indian for
which the land is acquired, and such lands or rights shall be exempt from State
and local taxation.

25 U.S.C.A. § 465. 

The language in § 465 is clear and not ambiguous.  Its plain language permits the

acquisition of trust land for Indian tribes and individual Indians, and removes that land from the

state and local tax rolls.  There is no need to construe an unambiguous statute, and the legislative

history arguments of the Defendants are not necessary for this Court to determine what § 465

means.  See Garcia v.  United States, 469 U.S. 70, 76 n.  3 (1984) (“[r]esort to legislative history
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is only justified where the face of the [statute] is inescapably ambiguous.”).  Even if the statute

were ambiguous, the rules of statutory construction would require that it be interpreted in favor

of the Indian tribe.  See Montana v.  Blackfeet Tribe, 471 U.S. 759, 766 (1985); Minnesota v. 

Mille Lacs Band of Chippewa Indians, 526 U.S. 172, 200 (1999); County of Yakima v. 

Confederated Tribes and Bands of the Yakima Indian Nation, 502 U.S. 251, 269 (1992).  

2. Land that was acquired within the boundaries of the Reservation is reservation

land.

All land acquired into trust within the boundaries of the Reservation are reservation

lands.  Here, the Reservation is not disestablished.  It is redundant to proclaim the land a

reservation when it is acquired in trust for the Tribe within a reservation that is not

disestablished.   

In City of Sherrill, N.Y. v.  Oneida Indian Nation of New York, the United States

Supreme Court considered whether land the Oneida Nation purchased in fee within its original

reservation boundaries allowed the tribe to reassert sovereignty over the land and avoid payment

of  taxes to the City of Sherrill.  544 U.S. 197 (2005).  Most of the Oneida Reservation left tribal

hands by the early 1800's.  Sherrill, 544 U.S. at 205.  While the Court rejected the Tribe’s claim

that the combination of the purchase in fee and the aboriginal title of the lands revived the

Tribe’s sovereignty over the land, it stated that “[s]ection 465 (of the IRA) provides the proper

avenue for [the Oneida Indian Nation] to reestablish sovereign authority over territory last held

by the Oneidas 200 years ago.”  Id.  at 220.

Unlike the fee land in Sherrill, the land at issue here is land taken into trust under the

IRA, at latest, more than 35 years ago, and has been treated by the State, County, Tribe and
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federal government in every aspect identically to Yankton Sioux Reservation lands that have

remained continuously in trust.  The doctrine of settled expectations should run more than one

way.  In this case, it should run in favor of the Yankton Sioux.

Although the 1858 original exterior boundaries no longer serve to separate Indian country

from areas under primary State jurisdiction, Gaffey 188 F.3d at 1021, when the property is

reacquired in trust within those boundaries, it becomes reservation and Indian country pursuant

to 18 U.S.C. § 1151(a).  This position is consistent with the land acquisition regulations under

the IRA that treat acquisitions on a diminished or disestablished reservation as an on-reservation

acquisition.  25 C.F.R. § 151(f). 

This conclusion that tribal trust land is reservation is not inconsistent with the Secretary’s

separate authority under 25 U.S.C. § 467 to add lands to existing reservations.  Section 467 now

provides as follows: 

The Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized to proclaim new Indian
reservations on lands acquired pursuant to any authority conferred by this Act, or
to add such lands to existing reservations:  Provided, That lands added to existing
reservations shall be designated for the exclusive use of Indians entitled by
enrollment or by tribal membership to residence at such reservations.

25 U.S.C. § 467 (italics original).  

The Yankton Sioux Reservation is a diminished reservation, but it is still a reservation

under the holding in Gaffey.  Therefore, land taken into trust for the Yankton Sioux Tribe under

Section 465 is not inconsistent with the Secretary’s authority to add land to existing reservations.

The Defendants urge a strained interpretation of the plain language of Section 467.  If 

the statutory language is grammatically parsed into dependent clauses, it reads: 
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The Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized  “to proclaim
new Indian reservations on lands acquired pursuant to any
authority conferred by this Act”

 The Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized “to add such
lands [acquired pursuant to any authority conferred by this Act] to
existing reservations.”

The plain reading of the statute is that there is no requirement for proclamation in order

to add lands to an existing Indian reservation.  Despite the Defendant’s contentions to the

contrary, the Yankton Sioux Tribe is not “creating” a new reservation.  They already have a

Reservation.  They have, however, added to their existing Reservation by placing back into trust

land that was within their original treaty boundaries. 

The Defendants claim that if land taken under § 465 is reservation by virtue of being

placed in trust status, § 467 is surplusage.  The Defendants ignore, however, that other

provisions under the Act  incorporated by reference  in § 467 do not include trust lands (e.g., §

463(a), restoring surplus lands to tribal ownership).  In fact, § 467 and § 465 incorporate each

other by reference to “lands acquired pursuant to any authority conferred by this Act.”  That

militates against the Defendants’ argument that § 467 and § 465 are sequential (or mutually

exclusive), or that § 467 is surplusage. 

The District of Columbia case cited by the Defendants is of no assistance to Defendants

as it involved a question about statutory interpretation under a provision in the Indian Gaming

Regulatory Act, 25 U.S.C. § 2701 et seq. (“IGRA”).   Citizens Exposing Truth About Casinos v. 

Kempthorne, 492 F.3d 460 (D.C. Cir.  2007) (“CETAC”) involved whether a newly

acknowledged tribe’s first federal reservation taken into trust qualified as an “initial reservation”

under IGRA, and was thus eligible for gaming.  CETAC, 492 F.3d at 462.  Unlike the instant
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action, the CETAC case involved the creation of a new reservation that would qualify for

gaming as an “initial reservation” under IGRA, and as a new reservation which would indeed

require a proclamation under section 467.  Further, the CETAC court was analyzing the interplay

of both the IRA and IGRA to the creation of a new reservation for gaming purposes, as well as

applying the 1980 IRA regulations which were not in existence when the Yankton Sioux Tribe

took its land into trust under the IRA. 

There is no inconsistency in the United States’ position in its brief in CETAC as urged by

the Defendants.  Brief, pp 38-39.  Under section 467,  the IRA regulations, and IGRA, new and

existing reservations are treated differently.  For a new reservation, the land must first be granted

trust status before it can be proclaimed a reservation.  For an existing reservation, as stated in the

United States’ footnote, “a reservation proclamation pursuant to the IRA generally is not

necessary for a tribe to assert jurisdiction over tribal trust land.”  The fact that the land in

CETAC was the first land being taken into trust for a new reservation explains why the law

applicable to existing reservations was only footnoted in the United States’ brief.

The case of  South Dakota v. Department of Interior, 487 F.3d 548 (8th Cir.  2007),

which allowed the Flandreau Santee Sioux Tribe (FSST) to place land into trust, is not

instructive here.  The Flandreau Santee Sioux Reservation is not a diminished treaty reservation

like the Yankton, but rather a new reservation formed entirely under the auspices of the IRA. 

The FSST sought to place land into trust that was never within its reservation boundaries, but

was adjacent to its reservation.  The decision the Eighth Circuit left for another day is whether

“all land taken into trust off reservation... constitutes Indian country.”  South Dakota, 487 F.3d at

553 (emphasis added). 
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In that case, the State and Moody County alleged that the district court used a finding of

Indian country to justify its determination that the Secretary “adequately considered” potential

jurisdictional factors as required by  25 C.F.R. § 151.10(f)4.  The Eighth Circuit en banc panel

determined that its review was limited to whether “the Secretary adequately ‘considered’

potential jurisdictional problems in deciding to take the land into trust for the FSST [Flandreau

Santee Sioux Tribe].”  Id. at 553.   It also should be noted that it was the Tribe that stated its

plans were to place the new land in trust and then apply to declare it as reservation.  The

Secretary properly considered the Tribe’s plans as alleviating any jurisdictional problems,

including future problems of having Indian housing units on the land,  id. -- a notion that

apparently was viewed by the Secretary as alleviating the potential for later jurisdictional

disputes with the State (like this one) over whether the land would be § 1151(a) or § 1151(b).

2. Land acquired in trust under the IRA can also constitute an informal or de facto
reservation

Once land is acquired in trust, it constitutes a de facto reservation under 18 U.S.C.

1151(a).  There does not need to be a formal reservation. See Oklahoma Tax Comm’n v.  Citizen

Band Potawatomi Indian Tribe, 498 U.S. 505, 511 (1991) (“We have stated that the test for

determining whether land is Indian country does not turn upon whether than land is denominated

‘trust land’ or ‘reservation.’” )5; United States v.  McGowan, 302 U.S. 535, 539 (1938) (trust

land set aside for Indians is “Indian Country simply because it had been validly set apart for the
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use of the Indians...under the superintendence of the government); see also United States v.

Roberts, 185 F.3d 1125, 1131 (10th Cir. 1999) (noting the unclear distinction between dependent

Indian community and informal reservation, “Applying these Supreme Court cases, we believe

official reservation status is not dispositive and lands owned by the federal government in trust

for Indian tribes are Indian country pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 1151.”); Mescalero Apache Tribe v. 

Jones, 411 U.S. 145 (1973)

And, in United States v.  John, 437 U.S. 634, 648-49 (1978), the Supreme Court held:

The Mississippi lands in question here were declared by Congress to be
held in trust by the Federal Government for the benefit of the Mississippi
Choctaw Indians who were at that time under federal supervision.  There
is no apparent reason why these lands did not become a ‘reservation,’ at
least for the purposes of federal criminal jurisdiction at that particular
time.

Id.   See also  Oklahoma Tax Comm’n v.  Chickasaw Nation, 515 U.S. 450, 453 n.2 (1995)

(Indian country under 18 U.S.C. § 1151 includes “formal reservations and informal

reservations”); Oklahoma Tax Comm’n v. Sac and Fox Nation, 508 U.S. 114, 123 (1993) (“Our

cases make clear that a tribal member need not live on a formal reservation to be outside the

State’s taxing jurisdiction”)

In light of these lines of cases, “there seems to be no basis for distinguishing” between

formal reservations proclaimed under § 467 and land taken into trust under § 465, particularly

when the land is within the boundaries of an existing reservation, as is the case here.  See Felix

Cohen, Handbook of Federal Indian Law § 3.04[2][c][ii] at 191 n.  413 (2005 ed.);  see also

Langley v.  Ryder, 778 F.2d 1092, 1095 (5th Cir. 1985) (‘whether lands are merely held in trust

for the Indians or whether the lands have been proclaimed a reservation, the lands are clearly

Indian country.”); Cheyenne-Arapaho Tribes of Oklahoma v. Oklahoma, 618 F.2d 665, 668 (10th
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Cir. 1980) (finding trust lands in a disestablished reservation are Indian country within meaning

of 1151(a), precluding State hunting and fishing laws).

The Supreme Court has held that under 18 U.S.C. § 1151, “The intent of Congress, as

elucidated by [court] decisions, was to designate as Indian country all lands set aside by

whatever means for the residence of tribal Indians under federal protection, together with trust

and restricted Indian allotments.”  Sac and Fox, 508 U.S. at 125.  (citation omitted).  Thus,

“Congress has defined Indian country broadly to include formal and informal reservations [and]

dependent Indian communities...”  Id.  at 123.   

For example, in Potawatomi, the State of Oklahoma argued similarly to the Defendants in

this case that the lands were not “Indian country” because they did not constitute a “formal”

reservation.  The Supreme Court rejected that argument, noting that “[n]either Mescalero

[Apache Tribe v.  Jones, 411 U.S. 145 (1973)] nor any other precedent of this court has ever

drawn the distinction between tribal trust land and reservations that Oklahoma urges.” 

Potawatomi6, 498 U.S. at 511.  Rather, the test for determining a reservation is “whether the area

has been ‘validly set apart for the use of the Indians as such, under the superintendence of the

Government.’”  Id.  (quoting United States v.  John, 437 U.S. 634, 648-49 (1978));  see also

United States v.  McGowan, 302 U.S. 535, 539  (1938).  Where, as in John and Potawatomi, “the

property in question is held in trust for the benefit of the [Indians]”, the trust land “is ‘validly set

apart’ and thus qualifies as a reservation for tribal immunity purposes.”  Potawatomi, 498 U.S. at
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511; John, 437 U.S. at 649; see also, Sac and Fox, 508 U.S. at 123-25.

The Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals has similarly accepted de facto reservations.  See

United States v.  Azure, 801 F.2d 336 (8th Cir. 1986) (“The government recognizes the [tribal]

trust land . . . as being part of either a de facto reservation or a dependent Indian community.  We

therefore conclude that Azure’s house is located in Indian country.”).     

The State of South Dakota, in its brief in the case of South Dakota v. U.S. Dept. of

Interior, 475 F.3d 993 (8th Cir. 2007), has itself stated that informal reservations should be

restricted to land within former reservation boundaries.  That is precisely what is present in this

case:  trust lands located within the former boundaries of  the 1858 treaty reservation, thus

constituting an informal reservation even under the narrow interpretation suggested by the State.  

The Defendants claim that the case of United States v.  Stands, 105 F.3d 1565 (8th Cir. 

1997) should be determinative for the proposition that placing land into trust for an Indian tribe

does not make it Indian country.  Brief, p.  34.  This argument fails first because in the instant

case, the properties were acquired within the boundaries of the Yankton Sioux Reservation. 

Second, the Defendant’s claim, is based on dicta.  

In Stands, the Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals commented, in addressing a question

regarding an off-reservation allotment for an individual Indian, that ‘“[f]or jurisdictional

purposes, tribal trust land is ordinarily not Indian country,”’ Stands, 105 F.3d 151-72, Brief.  p. 

34.  

There can be no question that the court’s comments in Stands constitute dicta.  Indeed, in

Stands, the holding of the court was that an individual allotment off the reservation was Indian

country for purposes of federal jurisdiction.  Stands at 1572.  As one commentator has described
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the  decision  in Stands:

In United States v.  Stands, 105 F.3d 1565, 1572 (8th Cir. 1997), the court stated
in dicta that ‘[f]or jurisdictional purposes, tribal trust land beyond the boundaries
of a reservation is ordinarily not Indian country.”  The Stands court cited no
authority for the proposition, and the issue was not before the court.  The issue
before the court in Stands was whether a parcel of land was an allotment. 
Moreover, the court’s statement in Stands is inconsistent with the result in
Oklahoma Tax Commission v.  Citizen Band of Potawatomi Indian Tribe, 498
U.S. 505, 511 (1991).  

Felix Cohen, Handbook of Federal Indian Law § 3.04[2][c][iii] at 193 n.  426 (2005 ed.).  Dicta

from the Stands case that is inconsistent with Supreme Court precedent does not support the

Defendants’ argument.  See also State of South Dakota v. U.S. Dept. of Interior, 401 F.Supp.2d

1000, 1010 (D.S.D.,2005)  (referring to the same quoted portion of Stands and describing it as

“dicta which does not overcome the wealth of legal authority establishing that trust land qualifies

as “Indian country,” and citing Citizen Band of Potawatomi Indian Tribe, 498 U.S. at 511); see

also State of South Dakota v. U.S. Dep’t of the Interior, 475 F.3d 993, 999 (8th Cir. 2007);

Roberts, 185 F.3d at 1131; Buzzard v. Okla. Tax Comm'n, 992 F.2d 1073, 1076 (10 Cir.1993),

cert. denied sub. nom. United Keetoowah Band of Cherokee Indians v. Okla. Tax Comm'n, 510

U.S. 994 (1993); Azure, 801 F.2d at 338.

While the land at issue here is within the treaty boundaries, the Eighth Circuit’s holding

in United States v.  Azure, 801 F.2d 336 (8th Cir. 1986) demonstrates that trust land can

constitute a de facto reservation even when it is not within the original reservation boundaries. 

Azure involved trust land that was “located about two miles from the boundary” of the Indian

Reservation, on “land that is held in trust by the United States for the Reservation.”  801 F.2d at

338.  The Eighth Circuit rejected the parties’ discussion of whether the land was “within or

outside a dependent Indian community.”  Id.  Instead the appellate court noted that “[i]t is well
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established that the actions of the federal government in its treatment of Indian land can create a

de facto reservation even though the reservation was not created by a specific treaty, statute or

executive order.”  Id.  (citing cases).  Therefore, the Eighth Circuit held that “it would appear

here that the Indian trust land, although not within the boundaries of the [Indian] reservation, can

be classified as a de facto reservation, at least for purposes of criminal jurisdiction.”  Id.  at 339. 

Under the same analysis, it is even more compelling that the trust land within the original

boundaries of the Yankton Sioux Reservation would constitute 1151(a) reservation for purposes

of criminal jurisdiction, even as a de facto reservation.  See also Buzzard v.  Oklahoma Tax

Comm’n, 992 F2d 1073 (10th Cir. 1993); United States v.  Driver, 755 F.Supp.  885 (D.S.D.

1991), aff’d 945 F.2d 1410 (8th Cir.  1991); Youngbear v.  Brewer, 415 F.Supp.  807 (N.D. Iowa

1976), aff’d 549 F.2d 74 (8th Cir.  1977). 

C. The Reserve lands are reservation lands under the Gaffey decision.

The Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals specifically held that the reserve land is Yankton

Sioux Reservation.  Gaffey at 1030.   While the Defendants state that holding is not

“persuasive”, it is nevertheless the law of the case and dispositive of the issue for purposes of

this remand.  The Defendants claim that the Gaffey court appeared to believe the reserve lands

constituted a single unit at Marty.  In fact, the Court was stating that the record was ambiguous

because the South Dakota Supreme Court decisions and briefs were not clear.  Id.  That is why

on remand the Gaffey court wanted to know what reserve lands were actually transferred back to

the Tribe. 
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However, the dispositive fact is that Congress intended for the lands to be reserved for

the Tribe’s use.  It is not relevant whether the Tribe owns the land.   The Defendants’ argument

that because the land was ceded, it was not reservation makes no sense, especially since the

agency land provision “reserved” (as in “reservation”) land to be used for the benefit of the

Yankton Sioux Tribe.  The Gaffey court found that these lands “were expected to remain outside

of primary state jurisdiction,”  which, conversely, means they were intended to remain within

federal jurisdiction.  Gaffey at 1027.  The original allotment book at the Yankton Agency

indicates which ceded lands were reserved for the Yankton Sioux Tribe for agency, schools, and

other purposes and reserved from sale to settlers (emphasis added).   Any doubt was resolved

when Congress, in the 1929 Act, unambiguously demonstrated its intent that the reserve lands be

transferred to the Tribe when they are no longer needed for the original purposes for which they

were reserved. 

The Defendants make much of the fact that in 1929, the 106 acres held by the Calvary

Cathedral were not in the possession and ownership of the United States, but were owned in fee

by the church.  The fact that the reserve land was returned to the Tribe when no longer needed

for religious purposes is what is significant.   The Gaffey court noted that the provision in the

Solem case (Cheyenne River Sioux) was virtually identical.  Gaffey at 1027: 

In § 1 of the Act, the Secretary was authorized to set aside portions of the opened
lands “for agency, school, and religious purposes, to remain reserved as long as
needed, and as long as agency, school, or religious institutions are maintained
thereon for the benefit of said Indians.” 35 Stat. 461. It is difficult to imagine why
Congress would have reserved lands for such purposes if it did not anticipate that
the opened area would remain part of the reservation.

Solem at 1168.   The Eighth Circuit’s holding is dispositive on the reserved land issue.
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II. The Defendants’ arguments are without merit, beyond the scope of the remand, and

foreclosed.

A. Defendants’ political question argument has no application to a determination of

the Yankton Sioux Reservation boundaries.

The Defendants’ political question argument does not apply in this case.  The

Defendants’ position rests on a faulty premise that the Court is “creating a new reservation.” 

The Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals held that the former Yankton Sioux Reservation still exists

in a diminished form.  If it exists, it has boundaries.  It is as simple as that.  The boundaries

might not be contiguous, but there are boundaries.   Tribal jurisdiction exists as to the trust lands

and the reserve land within the boundaries.  This Court has determined that it is charged on

remand with determining what remains of the existing Yankton Sioux Reservation for purposes

of determining Indian Country after a judicial determination that the former reservation was

diminished.  In every instance where a court has made a determination that a reservation is

diminished, that court has determined the boundaries of the diminished reservation.  See, e.g.,

Rosebud Sioux Tribe v. Kneip,  430 U.S. 584, 615 (U.S. 1977)  (“Mellette County was thereby

detached from the Reservation.” )  The determination of boundaries under these circumstances is

not a political question, but a mixed fact-law question arising from the judicial determination of

diminishment, entirely the kind of question which is committed to the courts.

Further, a finding of diminishment in this case requires the Court to consider facts that

occurred subsequent to the act of Congress, in this case, the amount of allotted lands lost through

fee patents.  The 1894 Congress thus could not have created or defined the boundaries of the

diminished reservation, as urged by the Defendants, without a crystal ball.  The Defendants’
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claim that the Court has authority to determine diminishment, but not the extent of the

diminishment, is nothing more than a groundless and poorly cloaked disestablishment argument. 

B. Defendants’ diminishment arguments are foreclosed by the mandate rule, without

merit, and beyond the scope of the remand.

The Defendants’ disestablishment arguments are barred by the “mandate rule.”   “Absent

exceptional circumstances, the mandate rule compels compliance on remand with the dictates of

a superior court and forecloses relitigation of issues expressly or impliedly decided by the

appellate court.” Fuhrman v. Dretke,  442 F.3d 893, 897 (5th Cir. 2006).  Under the mandate

rule, as with the law of the case doctrine, "[w]hen an appellate court remands a case to the

district court, all issues decided by the appellate court become the law of the case," and the

district court must "adhere to the decisions made in earlier proceedings" and "adhere to any

limitations imposed on its functions" by the appellate court. United States v. Bartsh, 69 F.3d 864,

866 (8th Cir. 1995).  There is an even more compelling reason to observe the mandate rule than

the law of the case doctrine.

This ‘mandate rule’ is a more powerful version of the law of the case doctrine and
is based on ‘the principle that an inferior tribunal is bound to honor the mandate
of a superior court within a single judicial system.’ 18B Charles Alan Wright,
Arthur B. Miller, & Edward H. Cooper, Federal Practice and Procedure § 4478.3
(2d. ed.2002). As we observed in United States v. Bell, 5 F.3d 64, 66 (4th
Cir.1993) (quoting Sprague v. Ticonic National Bank, 307 U.S. 161, 168, 59 S.Ct.
777, 83 L.Ed. 1184 (1939)), ‘[f]ew legal precepts are as firmly established as the
doctrine that the mandate of a higher court is “controlling as to matters within its
compass.”’ Under the mandate rule, therefore, a lower court generally may not
consider questions that the mandate has laid to rest. Sprague, 307 U.S. at 168, 59
S.Ct. 777.

Invention Submission Corp. v. Dudas,  413 F.3d  411, 415 (4th Cir. 2005).
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The Eighth Circuit expressly found that the Yankton Sioux Reservation was diminished,

but not disestablished.  Gaffey at 1030.  The United States Supreme Court expressly declined the

Defendants’ invitation to disestablish the Yankton Sioux Reservation. South Dakota at 358.  This

Court in its December 13, 2006 order determined what issues the Court would consider on

remand.  The Defendants’ attempt to impose their view of the remand on this Court through

mandamus was rejected by the Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals.  

While there are exceptions to the mandate rule, none of them apply to this case. 

Deviation from the mandate rule is permitted only in a few exceptional
circumstances, which include (1) when “controlling legal authority has changed
dramatically”; (2) when “significant new evidence, not earlier obtainable in the
exercise of due diligence, has come to light”; and (3) when “a blatant error in the
prior decision will, if uncorrected, result in a serious injustice.” United States v.
Aramony, 166 F.3d 655, 662 (4th Cir.1999). 

Invention Submission Corp., 413 F.3d at 415 (4th Cir. 2005)

 The Defendants cite the South Dakota Supreme Court’s finding of diminishment in the

case of Bruguier v. Class, 599 N.W.2d 364 (S.D. 1999) claiming that the Eighth Circuit Court of

Appeals might have ruled differently if it had the benefit of the state court’s reasoning.  First,

Bruguier is not controlling legal authority.  Second, the South Dakota Supreme Court’s

determination of disestablishment is dicta.  Third, the holding in Bruguier-- that the state had

criminal jurisdiction over the defendant because his crime occurred on allotted land no longer in

Indian hands-- is in accord with the Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals’ holding in Gaffey. 

Defendants’ argument for disestablishment using DeCoteau v. District County Court, 420

U.S. 425 (1975)  also is barred by the mandate rule.  The Eighth Circuit Court in Gaffey was

certainly well aware of the DeCoteau case, since it cited it in Gaffey at pages 1015, 1017, 1019

and 1020.   The “points of identity” argued by the Defendants for comparing the Yankton and
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Lake Traverse Reservations existed at the time the State first made its diminishment arguments

to this Court and to the Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals, and are not dispositive in any event.

See, e.g.,  Solem 465 U.S. at 473. (refusing to diminish the Cheyenne River Sioux Reservation,

despite the court’s finding “[a]s Petitioner stresses, the operative language of the Cheyenne River

Act is also similar to language in the 1907 and 1908 Rosebud Acts, which this Court held

diminished the Rosebud Sioux Reservation;”  see also, e.g., Minnesota v. Mille Lacs Band of

Chippewa Indians, 526 U.S. 172, 202 (1999) “The ... argument that similar language in two

Treaties involving different parties has precisely the same meaning reveals a fundamental

misunderstanding of basic principles of treaty construction....”

The Eighth Circuit made a factual finding that Congress did not intend that the Yankton

Sioux Reservation would be disestablished, and that finding is beyond this Court’s consideration. 

C. Defendants are barred from challenging the status of trust deeds under the Quiet

Title Act and the general six-year statute of limitations.

Based on legal counsel’s viewing of the trust records of the Bureau of Indian Affairs

(BIA) Land Title Records Office in Aberdeen, the Defendants claim that there are insufficiencies

in the recorded trust deeds that render the transfers into trust invalid.  This is, in actuality, an

attempt to quiet title to Indian trust lands, which not only is outside the scope of this litigation

and the remand, but is barred by statute and by the doctrine of sovereign immunity.

Congress enacted the Quiet Title Act (QTA) as the exclusive means to adjudicate a

disputed title to real property where the United States claims an interest.  28 U.S.C. 2409a(a). 

However, the QTA expressly states that its limited waiver of sovereign immunity “does not

apply to trust or restricted Indian lands.”  Id.  The Supreme Court confirmed in Mottaz v. United
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States, 476 U.S. 834 (1986), that “when the United States claims an interest in real property

based on that property’s status as trust or restricted Indian lands, the QTA does not waive the

Government’s immunity.” Id. at 843.7   

The Indian lands exception applies “if the lands at issue are Indian lands, or at least

colorably so.”  Alaska v. Babbitt, 182 F.3d 672, 675 (9th Cir. 1999).  An inquiry into what

constitutes a colorable claim does not require venturing into the merits of the case.  Indeed,

“[t]he very purpose of [sovereign immunity] is to prevent a judicial examination of the merits of

the government's position." Wildman v. United States, 827 F.2d 1306, 1309 (9th Cir. 1987). 

Accordingly, “the United States cannot be put to its proof ‘when it has a colorable claim’ that it

holds the land in trust for Indians.”  Alaska, 182 F.3d at 675 (quoting Wildman, 827 F.2d at

1309).  

Courts have defined what constitutes a colorable claim: “The judicial inquiry extends no

further than ‘a determination that the government had some rationale,’ and its position ‘was not

undertaken in either an arbitrary or frivolous manner.’”  Alaska, 182 F.3d at 675 (citing Alaska,

38 F.3d at 1076); see also Alaska v. Babbitt, 67 F.3d 864, 867 (9th Cir. 1995), amended, 75 F.3d

449 (9th Cir. 1995).  Moreover, "[t]he immunity of the government applies whether the

government is right or wrong." Wildman, 827 F.2d at 1309.

In this case, the United States has a colorable claim that is far from arbitrary or frivolous. 

The land records at issue are recorded within the land title records office of the Bureau of Indian

Affairs; the deeds from the grantor state the land is transferred to the United States in trust; and
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the lands have been treated as trust lands by the BIA, the State and County for 35 years.  See,

e.g., Proschold v. United States,  2004 WL 324717, *2 (9th Cir. 2004) (unreported)  (finding

colorable claim under QTA for trust easement, even though the easement did not designate title

as held in trust: it was recorded by the Bureau of Indian Affairs; Plaintiffs' predecessor in interest

was aware it was acquired for the Indians; and the land had been claimed as a trust easement by

BIA for half a century and had been maintained by BIA for the benefit of the Indians). 

In addition to the QTA’s jurisdictional bar, the six-year statute of limitations applicable

to claims arising under the APA forecloses Defendants’ claim.  See Hamilton, 453 F.3d at 1334.

The parcels in question were acquired by the United States at least 35 years ago.  The

Defendants’ claims have long since expired.

Lastly, Defendants’ challenge to the deeds is beyond the scope of remand, and possibly

foreclosed by the law of the case.   See Mem and Order at 5 (discussing that Tribe’s forced fee

patent argument is beyond the scope of the remand, if not precluded).  As stated before, what

remains to be determined on remand is the boundaries of the Reservation in order to ascertain

whether the lands are Indian Country under 18 U.S.C. 1151.  Title is not, and has never been, an

issue in this ongoing litigation, and has not been previously raised or addressed by this or any

superior court.      

Thus the Defendants’ challenge to the Government’s assertion of trust title over the lands

at issue in this case is barred, and in any event, beyond the scope of the remand.  The

Defendants’ arguments therefore should be rejected by this Court.
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CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons, the Defendants’ disestablishment and trust status arguments

should be rejected, and this Court should find that the reserve land and the land held in trust,

however acquired, is Indian Country as a reservation under 1151(a).
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